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Over the past several years we have been overwhelmed with information.  We have had to struggle 
through confusing messaging, misinformation, and perhaps even downright lies. Discerning truth, 
accuracy and relevance are more important now than ever – especially given the hostility often 
encountered by any who express concerns or ask questions when things don’t seem to make sense. 
Much of what is presented as “settled science” has stretched the very fabric of what we know to be 
true, and false. 

Two recent paired publications illustrate this very point.  On August 11, 2022, The Lancet published the 
Sadarangani et al.1 research study on the safety of COVID-19 vaccines in pregnancy (CANVAS study).  An 
associated Medscape article2 proclaimed generalized safety of these COVID-19 mRNA products in 
pregnancy based on the CANVAS study.  It did so despite severe design flaws3 with this CANVAS study 
that (among other things) only followed participants for 7 days after each injection and essentially 
disregarded recognition that pregnancy includes the mother and at least one unborn child.  The research 
paper further disregarded critical aspects of embryo and fetal development, teratogenic effects, and 
potential impacts on the health of the growing and evolving human being throughout their lifespan.    

The problems with these publications and their implications are too important to ignore. 

If the same research protocol had been used to evaluate the safety of Thalidomide4 during pregnancy, as 
was used in the Sadarangani et al. study, the conclusion would have been “Our data provide reassuring 
evidence that [Thalidomide is] safe in pregnancy….”  Then perhaps online sources of up-to-date 
information and education specifically meant for busy clinicians would have followed with an article 
proclaiming: “Large study confirms [Thalidomide] is safe for pregnant women.”  That seems 
inconceivable!  Even those of us not familiar with research and research methods know how wrong that 
conclusion is and how harmful it would be to promote Thalidomide use in pregnancy.  None of us would 
ever accept, let alone issue, a Thalidomide study with a conclusion suggesting safety in pregnancy, nor 
would we report on it with such glowing certainty.      

Somewhere in our collective subconscious we can recall the very visible 

physical abnormalities found in babies who were directly affected by 

thalidomide use in pregnancy.  We are less likely to be aware of 

thalidomide-associated miscarriages and still births.  Most of us lack any 

appreciation of the invisible but devastating effects that can occur with use 

of other medications during pregnancy.  We would rather not know of the 

grievous multi-generational harms of diethylstilbesterol (DES), another 

medication also recommended for mothers during pregnancy.5  Please note 

that these mothers took DES for very 

good reasons, thinking that they were 

doing what was best for their babies – 

and these babies did seem healthy at 

birth.  Cancers, infertility, and 

reproductive abnormalities only 

became evident years later.  
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Pregnancy is a unique state that is dependent on the mother’s health and well-being; this is of critical 
importance in the health of the embryo and fetus (the future human), setting the building blocks for 
health, development, and function throughout life.   Any studies involving pregnancy need to understand 
this and need to be able to demonstrate an ethical framework justifying how the study prioritizes safety 
of mother and unborn child.6   

Instinctively, most mothers-to-be will do all they can to assure 
their babies are healthy – they will think twice about what they 
consume or allow into their bodies.  Traditionally, healthcare 
practitioners are also very cautious7 of whether and which 
medications they will prescribe to pregnant or nursing mothers.  
Always, always, always – and especially with pregnancy – it is 
important to understand the multiple dynamics of health, to 
respect and consider deeply held values, and to weigh the 
potential harms with the potential benefits of any given drug or 

medical intervention in any particular stage and condition of health or disease.  This is of such great 
importance, that information on prescription drugs must include pregnancy categories that indicate the 
risks of harm to the unborn or nursing babies.  Ethically and legally, pharmaceutical companies are 
obligated to do toxicity, including reproductive toxicity, studies on any new drugs or medications.   

Those who are not familiar with the nuances of research language, looking at studies, or understanding 
how and when to apply them clinically will likely not see the problems with The Lancet and Medscape 
articles.  Even those of us who do understand such things would rather believe that we would not (or 
could not) be misled by such prestigious publications.  But like it or not, as previously noted in endnote 
3, the research design is significantly flawed and its subsequent analysis gives meaning where none is 
warranted -- it implies an unsupported conclusion.  Both articles fail to address fundamental issues that 
need to be considered to assess the safety of any drug or vaccine in pregnancy. 

It is an uncomfortable fact that Moderna’s documents8 actually did show evidence of harm9 to both 
mother and offspring from the mRNA gene therapy vaccine in their non-clinical trials (i.e. animal 
studies).  It is nauseating to imagine why the FDA proclaimed there was no such evidence of harm 
despite Moderna’s studies that demonstrated there indeed was significant risk.10 

Given this evidence, now in plain sight, it is disturbing that The Lancet published this article purporting 
vaccine safety in pregnancy and it is further questionable why it was promoted in Medscape.  Flaws in 
the survey design and ethical scrutiny should have prevented this research from being conducted in the 
first place, let alone published.  But these articles were published, and they continue to proclaim a “safe 
and effective” narrative that seems more and more false as time goes by.  It is no longer a secret that we 
are being nudged by state-sponsored behavioral influencing11 that lacks an ethical framework to 
constrain its behavioral manipulation.12  The behavioral programming includes controlling the flow of 
scientific information and how it is presented.13  This is the reality of our times.  Along with this external 
behavioral regulation, powerful internal forces can also keep us from seeing the extent to which our 
beliefs, behaviors, and what we accept as fact are being manipulated.14 

We may not all be scientists, or healthcare providers, or data analysts – but we are all human beings 
with hearts and minds. Perhaps many of us are consumed by a moral fear – the realization that because 
we were misled, we supported policies that were later proven to be potentially harmful.  When we get 
beyond our (very real) fear(s), we can more easily discern what is true.  Truth is not afraid of scientific 
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discourse, of genuine connection, of listening, of exploring questions together, of acknowledging harms, 
or of accountability – even when that means challenging our own or a “politically correct” narrative.   

These articles purporting vaccine safety in pregnancy remain problematic.  Given the growing body of 
evidence15, 16 that these mRNA gene therapy COVID-19 vaccine products are actually harmful to 
pregnancy and reproductive health, it seems unconscionable to suggest and promote use of these 
products in pregnancy.  It appears that the regulatory bodies have failed in their duty to protect us and 
have betrayed our trust.  Perhaps it may simply be too hard for us to actually recognize this betrayal. 
Until we do, we are all at risk of blindly adopting potentially harmful policies.   
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3
 The CANVAS study proclaims safety for a population without following the basic clinical and ethical principles of 

working with and researching pregnant mothers and their growing humans.  The study design is fundamentally 
unethical due to its brazen disregard for basic principles of pregnancy.  Pregnancy is a unique stage of 
development involving at least two people including the mother and at least one unborn human.  The embryonic 
and fetal developmental continuum is highly sensitive to environmental influences that impact extra uterine 
function for the rest of the unborn child’s life.  Research with clinical implications such as this study must first and 
foremost consider teratogenic effects above all else.  Additional research design flaws, including the mismatched 
cohorts, the unusually small control group of non-injected pregnant mothers, and the very short observational 
period are all issues of great concern.  However, the most prominent flaw in this study is the disregard for possible 
teratogenic effects. 
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 Between 1957 and 1962, more than 10,000 babies worldwide were born with physical abnormalities directly 

caused by thalidomide.  However, if you were to include still-births and miscarriages that number would increase 
to around 100,000.  During this time, the FDA was totally unaware, that the company had already distributed 2.5 
million thalidomide pills to doctors across the U.S. The doctors had administered them to around 20,000 human 
subjects, including 207 pregnant women. More than 1,000 doctors took part in these “so-called clinical trials”, 
there were no protocols in place, and when it came to documenting the effects of thalidomide on their patients, 
the majority of them didn’t.  Therefore, according to the FDA, during this period, the figure of only 17 births with 
abnormalities linked to thalidomide is now considered to be a gross underestimation 
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/how-the-thalidomide-scandal-led-to-safer-drugs.   
Eventually, the thalidomide crisis led directly to regulatory reforms, which quickly became law in the USA.  Other 
countries including the UK and Canada also took similar action.   
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/STATUTE-76/pdf/STATUTE-76-Pg780.pdf.   
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1968/67/contents.  
As a result, the regulatory authorities (e.g., Health Canada) required manufacturers to provide scientifically sound 
data from highly regulated non-clinical and clinical trials in humans to establish that a medicinal product is safe and 
effective prior to going on the market.   
So, out of these tragic events, stricter regulations for approving new drugs and vaccines came into effect.  Prior to 
thalidomide, manufacturers did what they saw fit, and the regulatory authorities were just bystanders.  After 
thalidomide, Good Laboratory Practice (GLP), based upon good science was implemented and strictly regulated by 
the FDA in the USA, and Health Canada in Canada.   
But does this hold true for the mRNA Vaccines? 
Stricter post-Thalidomide regulatory requirements include: 

 Manufacturers are required to prove the safety and efficacy of the medicinal product prior to going on the
market and accurately report any adverse events.  Did mRNA vaccine manufacturers meet these criteria?
 NO. The active product, the viral spike protein was never measured in any of the vaccine
manufacturer’s studies.  As such, it has not been proven that the spike protein does not go into the
mother’s circulation, cross the placenta, get into the developing fetus, get into the mother’s milk, or get
into the baby’s blood circulation.  The manufacturers’ conclusions are based on assumptions, not
scientific evidence.  This being the case, mRNA vaccine products should never have been recommended
for pregnant women.  Given the adverse effects observed, we now know that these assumptions are
incorrect.  The efficacy of the mRNA vaccine in the baby may also be in question.  Should the spike protein
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enter the baby’s systemic circulation, the child’s immune system may not recognize it as being a foreign 
protein, and therefore will not produce antibodies against the viral spike protein.  This may be responsible 
for compromising the human body’s natural immune function following repeated mRNA booster shots.  

 Evidence must be based on scientifically sound, well-controlled non-clinical and clinical studies that are
conducted by qualified staff.  Has this level of evidence been met for these mRNA vaccine products?
 NO. The studies were not scientifically sound.  The spike protein was never measured; therefore, the
distribution of the spike protein was not determined.  Also, carcinogenicity and gene toxicology studies
were never performed.  Absence of proof does not mean proof of absence.

 Manufacturers are required to transfer to the FDA control over prescription drug advertising, which must
include accurate information about potential side effects.  Was this done for mRNA vaccine products?
 NO.  There is no mention of the potential side effects on television adverts sponsored by the Canadian
government.  The only message is that the mRNA vaccines are safe and effective despite mounting
evidence to the contrary.

5
 "According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, in the United States an estimated 5 million to 10 

million people were exposed to DES, including women who were prescribed DES while pregnant, and the children 
born of those pregnancies. Now researchers are investigating whether DES health issues are extending into the next 
generation, the so-called DES Grandchildren, and no estimate of their numbers has yet been made. As study results 
come in, there is growing evidence that this group has been adversely impacted by a drug prescribed to their 
grandmothers."  From https://desaction.org/what-is-des/   

6
 F. A. Chervenak, & L. B. McCullough, (2011): An ethically justified framework for clinical investigation to benefit 

pregnant and fetal patients. The American journal of bioethics: AJOB, 11(5), 39–49. 
https://doi.org/10.1080/15265161.2011.562595 

7
 Traditionally, physicians, midwives, and healthcare providers take many things into consideration when assessing 

safety of any medication used during pregnancy.  These questions include (but are not limited to): 
1. Is there a need for this medicine during this pregnancy at this time?
2. What is the likely impact of the drug or of the condition on maternal health?
3. What is the likely impact of the drug or condition on the developing embryo or fetus (a fever
can be teratogenic – can cause congenital abnormalities)?
4. What is the particular stage of fetal development (the potential impact of a drug will vary
depending on the particular stage of pregnancy)?
5. Which additional studies can be used to assess fetal well-being?
6. How many times has the mother been pregnant? How many times has she carried the
pregnancy to term and delivered a healthy baby/ babies?
7. What is the potential impact of a drug on pregnancy viability, neonatal health, and infant
health and development?
8. What are the longer term considerations on the general health of the child and on future
fertility?

CDC: Treating for two: Medicine and pregnancy, 12 March 2021, 
https://www.cdc.gov/pregnancy/meds/treatingfortwo/index.html  
Joanna Pangilinan: Which Medications Are Safe During Pregnancy, Medscape Pharmacists,  22 April 2013, 
https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/782550  
Pharmacy Times: Medication Considerations in Pregnancy, 2016, 
https://www.pharmacytimes.com/view/medication-considerations-in-pregnancy  

8
S. Latypova: Moderna’s non-clinical summary for Spikevax evidence of scientific and regulatory fraud, 6 July 2022,

TSNews, https://www.trialsitenews.com/a/modernas-non-clinical-summary-for-spikevax-evidence-of-scientific-
and-regulatory-fraud-fd53b4f7#_ftn12 
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capture and question whose interests are really being served to allow such a breach of fiduciary duty and ethics. 
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12
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13
 Please consider: It is hard to justify public health measures that undermine every social determinant of health. 

Fear, isolation, uncertainty, and disempowerment are all hallmarks of the regulatory management of the past 
several years.  Social determinants of health are well known and documented.  Important among these are human 
connection, food and shelter security, community belonging, meaningful work, access to quality education and 
healthcare.  Promotion of fear, isolation, and confusion are antithetical to social cohesion and public health.   
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of Nursing. (6th ed.) Milton ON: 2017, Elsevier 
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consent, and respect for a patient’s dignity, rights, and choices are ethical principles forming the bedrock of good 
medicine.  Have these principles been suspended?  If so, by whom and towards what ends? 

14
 These complex and far-reaching internal forces are natural and understandable.  Among them is the risk of 

moral injury: 
W. Dean, S. Talbot, & A. Dean: Reframing Clinician Distress: Moral injury not burnout, September 2019, Federal
Practitioner, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6752815/
V. Williamson, D. Murphy, A. Phelps, D. Forbes, & N. Greenburg: Moral injury: The effect on mental health and
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https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanpsy/article/PIIS2215-0366(21)00113-9/fulltext

15
 “There are 1,013 peer-reviewed medical journal publications documenting morbidities and mortalities of the 

experimental COVID-19 nucleic acid therapy. VAERS data demonstrate a significant risk associated with this 
experimental gene therapy in women of reproductive age and pregnant women." 
Thorp JA, Renz T, Northrup C, Lively C, Breggin P, Bartlett R, et al. Patient Betrayal: The Corruption of Healthcare, 
Informed Consent and the Physician-Patient Relationship, 1 March 2022, G Med Sci. 2022; 3(1): 046- 069. 
https://www.doi.org/10.46766/thegms.medethics.22021403  

16
 “In the context of supply under Regulation 174, it is considered that sufficient reassurance of safe use of the 

vaccine in pregnant women cannot be provided at the present time: however, use in women of childbearing 
potential could be supported provided healthcare professionals are advised to rule out known or suspected 
pregnancy prior to vaccination. Women who are breastfeeding should also not be vaccinated.” (Emphasis added) 
Section 3.4, Toxicity Conclusions, UK Government Medicines & Healthcare products Regulatory Agency 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/regulatory-approval-of-pfizer-biontech-vaccine-for-covid-
19/summary-public-assessment-report-for-pfizerbiontech-covid-19-vaccine (accessed 7 September 2022) 
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